but nothing else. Is there no mode of stopping this process here? With
the gold in the immediate neighborhood gone & no horses for hauling it
from a distance we town folks will be in a serious dilemma before the
year is out. The officials of Gov. Pugh
to be very discreet in a work that is
at all times terrific to the people.

Examples are sometimes easier to
follow than precepts. So my walk to
Mr. Purefoy's revealed that the im-
pressing of wood from the land of the
trustees goes on bravely. The students
that room out of the buildings are in
a bad fix. Prof. Petter says he can-
not haul for them. If we faculty folk,
c'd get our hauling paid in wood, there
might be some relief to such folks. By
making the haulers sell to our students
beside some other such regulation.

We are well & I wish I could add
hopeful of getting our desires. Yours truly,
Charles Phillips